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I read with interest the paper by Jaffer and
Cameron on ‘‘Deceit and Fraud in Medical Re-
search.’’1 They quote the Pearce and Chamberlain
case as the most famous case in Britain which oc-
curred in 1994. Perhaps the most famous case of sci-
entific fraud in recent memory occurred only a few
months ago when the Korean scientist and national
icon Hwang Woo-suk admitted to having committed
fraud in the data presented in the ‘‘landmark’’ arti-
cle published in the reputed journal Science.2 This
case not only shook the international scientific
community but also embarrassed Korea where
Dr. Hwang was regarded as a hero with streets
named after him and even a postage stamp brought
out commemorating his great scientific ‘‘break-
through’’ in stem cell research. This particular
incidence of scientific fraud highlighted how one
persons’ deceit can put a whole nation to shame.
I think the problem of data plagiarizing, cooking,
trimming and so on becomes compounded several
folds in the developing world setting where little or
no oversight mechanisms like COPE or effective
Ethics Review Committees exist. Whistle blowing
can cost a subordinate his career in such situations
and taking credit for the work of a subordinate is
regarded as the norm, even by the subordinate.
Incentives for plagiarism are inadvertently en-
hanced when career advancement and financial
rewards are linked with producing papers. Taking
the example of Pakistan, there has been a great
deal of stress on increasing research productivity
in recent years, the sole measure of which is the
number of publications. Pakistan has indeed reg-
istered a sharp increase in its scientific publica-
tions, although there has been no stress on quality.
This emphasis on numbers can be a double edged
sword as demonstrated by Yalpani et al.3
doi:10.1016/j.ijsu.2006.03.011According to their study, more is not always better
and may reflect ‘‘cut and paste’’ jobs or recycling
efforts rather than original works.
Although the importance of mechanisms like
COPE and Ethical Review Committees cannot
be overstated, watch dog bodies can do only so
much in preventing the various aspects of re-
search fraud mentioned by the authors. I think it
is imperative that we also focus on producing
virtuous researchers from our Universities. The
authors do make this point in their conclusions
and I feel this is even more important in the
developing world perspective where institutional
regulatory mechanisms are generally weak or
missing. An increasing emphasis on teaching bio-
ethics in our medical institutions will strengthen
self-regulation of future researchers and help
foster the creation of an environment in which
mechanisms like COPE can be established and
function effectively.
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